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Date: 28/07/2022 
 
 
Dear Danielle 
 
As discussed, I confirm that the intention of our privacy policy https://onlineinduction.com/privacy.php is to cover the many 
different potential situations that someone could interact with any of our products or website whether it be a client, their 
end user or even a website visitor. 
 
Some of the areas on our privacy policy may not relate to your specific usage of our products but the policy is a one size 
fits all applicable to all clients, in multiple countries and for multiple products we offer, also covering different types of 
users too (website visitors to our site, inductees going through a portal or our own clients who we interact with). 
 
I can confirm for certainty that we do not sell or market to any of your users and we maintain the strictest of privacy when 
it comes to your data. That you own your data, we own our software and we act as a data processor, with you being the 
data controller.   
 
Sections on our privacy policy that refer to “analytics, market research and business development, advertising or 
competitions“ cover activities that we might do to our direct customers or direct website visitors (i.e. us emailing you as a 
customer or us emailing a potential customer who enquired via our website directly) and has nothing to do with inductees 
completing an induction on a clients portal. However, these sections may also cover features that clients use on our portal 
to communicate with their end users too that could be considered as one of these activities and therefore needs to be in 
the privacy policy: 
 
i.e.  
- a client sending a mass mail out to their users via our portal 
- a client sending a mass SMS to their users via our portal 
(we don’t screen what a client actually submits in a bulk SMS or mailout and therefore need to ensure that should such 
communications come through our platform between a client and their users, if it potentially fits into one of these activities, 
its declared in the privacy policy) 
 
In summary; 
 
- We do not sell or market to any inductees going through the system 
- We wouldn’t even access your portal unless in response to a support ticket / specifically helping troubleshoot a support 
issue with you and keep everything extremely confidential 
- You own or your data and we maintain strict privacy obligations around that and to you for keeping it secure 
 
  
Many thanks 
 

 
 
Dr Jeremy Nunn 
Founder, CEO 
DIT, MSc (IT), BSc (IS) 
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